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Learning Ecosystems
(KnowledgeWorks)



The STEM Learning Ecosystem
(The AfterSchoolAlliance)



STEM Learning as a Complex Challenge

How can we “mesh these contributions 
[family, friends, mentors, peers, school, 
church, clubs, libraries, museums, parks, 
etc.] synergistically rather than duplicatively
while adapting models that have worked well 
in one place to the culture, governance, and 
idiosyncrasies in other settings?”

Martin Storksdieck, 
STEM Learning is Everywhere, NRC 2014



“Complex”/”Wicked” problems



Evolving Evaluation/Impact Trends

•Program Outputs

•Program Outcomes

•Organization Impact--Public Value

•Collective Impact--System Effects 



Perspectives on Outcome Based Evaluation for 
Libraries and Museums (IMLS, 2002)
“We believe that libraries have a 
profound impact on individuals, 
institutions, and communities. How can 
we engineer a measurement system 
that will verify our intuition?”

• Peggy D. Rudd
• Director and Librarian, Texas State Library and Archives 

Commission



Shaping Outcomes 
(www.shapingoutcomes.org)



Logic Model



From Program to Organization:
Creating Public Value, Mark Moore



Looking at a System: Collective Impact



Collective Impact (FSG, SSIR)



Community Alignment & Participation



The STEM Learning Ecosystem
(The AfterSchoolAlliance)



Policy & Funding Priority: Cross-Sector 
Collaborations (2014)



STEM Funders Network Launches The STEM 
Ecosystem Grant Program At Clinton Global 
Initiative/Americas
• DENVER, June 9, 2015 /PRNewswire/ -- The STEM 

Funders Network (SFN) announced today at the Clinton 
Global Initiative / Americas Conference that it has 
launched an ambitious STEM Ecosystem Initiative to 
catalyze the creation of robust communities of practice in 
support of STEM, (Science, Technology, Engineering, and 
Math.) The STEM Ecosystem Initiative will invite existing 
communities engaged in organized collaboration to apply 
for grants that will support the cultivation, scale and 
knowledge transfer of the best practices in building strong 
connections among a rich array of regional STEM assets 
with a vision to improve student performance in STEM 
fields and increase participation in STEM careers.
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System Leadership
• Ability to see the larger system

• Ability to foster reflection and generative 
conversations

• Shift from reactive problem solving to co-
creating the future.



System Leadership, cont.
•Open mind

•Open heart

•Open will

• “Enable our collective intelligence and 
wisdom to emerge.”



Thank you very much!

marsha.semmel@gmail.com


